
Action LanguagesMichael GelfondDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of Texas at El PasoAustin, TX 78768, USAVladimir LifschitzDepartment of Computer SciencesUniversity of Texas at AustinAustin, TX 78712, USAAbstractAction languages are formal models of parts of the natural languagethat are used for talking about the e�ects of actions. This article is acollection of de�nitions related to action languages that may be usefulas a reference in future publications.1 IntroductionThis article is a collection of de�nitions related to action languages. Itdoes not provide a comprehensive discussion of the subject, and does notcontain a complete bibliography, but it may be useful as a reference in futurepublications.Action languages are formal models of parts of the natural language thatare used for talking about the e�ects of actions. Central to this method offormalizing actions is the concept of a transition system, which is de�nedin Section 2. Then we consider action languages of two kinds. Actiondescription languages serve for describing transition systems; examples ofsuch languages are given in Sections 3{6. Action query languages servefor stating assertions about a transition system; after some preparations inSection 7, examples of such languages are given in Sections 8{10. Referencemarks (like 99) refer to the notes and examples in Section 11.1



2 Transition SystemsDe�nition 1 An action signature consists of three nonempty sets: a set Vof value names, a set F of uent names, and a set A of action names.Intuitively, any \uent" (represented by a symbol from F) has a speci�c\value" (represented by a symbol from V) in any \state of the world"1.An \action" (represented by a symbol from A), if executed in some state,leads to a \resulting" state.2 Generally, the resulting state is not uniquelydetermined by the initial state and the action; in this sense, an action canbe nondeterministic.3The following de�nition makes this precise:De�nition 2 A transition system of an action signature hV;F;Ai consistsof (i) a set S,(ii) a function V from F� S into V, and(iii) a subset R of S �A� S.The elements of S are called states. We say that V (P; s) is the value of Pin s. The states s0 such that hs;A; s0i 2 R are the possible results of theexecution of the action A in the state s. We say that A is executable in s ifthere is at least one state s0 with this property, and that A is deterministicin s if there is at most one such s0.A transition system can be thought of as a labeled directed graph. Everystate s is represented by a vertex labeled with the function P 7! V (P; s) fromuent names to value names. Every triple hs;A; s0i 2 R is represented byan edge leading from s to s0 and labeled A.4To discuss the concurrent execution of actions in the transition systemframework, we consider an action signature whose action names are truth-valued functions de�ned on a set E of \elementary action names":A = ff; tgE: (1)For such a signature, to execute A means, intuitively, to execute concur-rently all elementary actions E such that A(E) = t. (All elementary actionsare assumed to have the same duration.) Accordingly, we will identify anelementary action name E with the action name that maps E to t and mapsall other elementary action names to f. For any elementary action names2



E1; : : : ; En (n � 2), E1 + � � � + En stands for the action name that mapsE1; : : : ; En to t and maps all other elementary action names to f. The actionname that maps every elementary action name to f is denoted by 0 or byWait .5De�nition 3 An action signature hV;F;Ai is propositional if its valuenames are the truth values of classical logic:V = ff; tg:A literal of a propositional action signature is an expression of the form Por :P , where P is a uent name. A transition system is propositional if itssignature is propositional.In the rest of this paper, we limit attention to propositional transitionsystems. That is to say, we only discuss the e�ects of actions on propositionaluents.63 STRIPS as an Action Description LanguageThe language of STRIPS operators, as de�ned in [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971],is not an action description language in the sense of this paper, because theobjects that STRIPS operators operate on are \world models" rather thanstates of a transition system. The idea behind the modi�cation of STRIPSdescribed below is due to Pednault [1987].Consider a �xed propositional action signature hff; tg;F;Ai. The fol-lowing two de�nitions characterize the syntax and semantics of STRIPS.De�nition 4 In STRIPS,(i) an operator is a pair hF;Xi, where F is a propositional combinationof uent names (the precondition), and X is a consistent set of literals(the e�ects),(ii) an action description is a function from action names to operators.Recall that a (propositional) interpretation of a set of symbols is a func-tion that maps this set into ff; tg.De�nition 5 Let D be an action description in STRIPS. The transitionsystem hS; V;Ri described by D is de�ned as follows:(i) S is the set of all interpretations of F,3



(ii) V (P; s) = s(P ),(iii) R is the set of all triples hs;A; s0i such that s satisifes the preconditionof D(A), and s0 is de�ned bys0(P ) = 8<: t; if P is an e�ect of D(A);f; if :P is an e�ect of D(A);s(P ); elsewhere.The last line of the de�nition of s0(P ) represents the STRIPS solutionto the frame problem.4 Action Description Language APednault [1987] observed that the expressive power of STRIPS can be en-hanced by allowing the e�ects of an operator to be \conditional." This idealeads to the language A, which is essentially the propositional fragment ofPednault's ADL.Consider a �xed propositional action signature hff; tg;F;Ai.De�nition 6 In the language A,(i) a proposition7 is an expression of the formA causes L if F (2)where A is an action name, L a literal (called the head) and F aconjunction of literals (possibly empty),8(ii) an action description is a set of propositions.We will denote the empty conjunction by True. In (2), the part if Fcan be dropped if F is True.In the following de�nition, we identify a propositional interpretation withthe set of literals that satisfy this interpretation.De�nition 7 Let D be an action description in A. The transition systemhS; V;Ri described by D is de�ned as follows:(i) S is the set of all interpretations of F,(ii) V (P; s) = s(P ), 4



(iii) R is the set of all triples hs;A; s0i such thatE(A; s) � s0 � E(A; s) [ s (3)where E(A; s) stands for the set of the heads L of all propositionsA causes L if F in D such that s satis�es F .Intuitively, E(A; s) lists the e�ects of the action A executed in the state s.The �rst inclusion in (3) requires that all these e�ects hold in the resultingstate s0. The second inclusion says that otherwise the values of uents ins0 are the same as in s; this is how the semantics of A solves the frameproblem.9;10;11For any A and s, there may be at most one state s0 satisfying (3), sothat any action described in A is deterministic in every state.5 Action Description Language BThe language B is an extension of A in which one can describe actions withindirect e�ects. This is achieved by introducing propositions of a new kind,\static laws." A static law is understood in B as a rule for inferring literals.12Given a �xed propositional action signature hff; tg;F;Ai, we de�ne:De�nition 8 In the language B,(i) a static law is an expression of the formL if F (4)where L a literal (called the head) and F a conjunction of literals,(ii) a dynamic law is an expression of the formA causes L if F (5)where A is an action name, and L, F are as above,(iii) an action description is a set of static and dynamic laws.In (5), the part if F can be dropped if F is True.The semantics of B (De�nition 10 below) uses the following terminologyand notation. 5



De�nition 9 A set s of literals is closed under a set Z of static laws if sincludes the head L of every static law L if F in Z such that s satis�es F .The set CnZ(s) of consequences of s under Z is the smallest set of literalsthat contains s and is closed under Z.De�nition 10 Let D be an action description in B. The transition systemhS; V;Ri described by D is de�ned as follows:(i) S is the set of all interpretations of F that are closed under the staticlaws of D,(ii) V (P; s) = s(P ),(iii) R is the set of all triples hs;A; s0i such thats0 = CnZ(E(A; s) [ (s \ s0)) (6)where Z is the set of all static laws of D, and E(A; s) is the set ofthe heads L of all dynamic laws A causes L if F of D such that ssatis�es F .13The argument of CnZ in (6) is the union of the set E(A; s) of the \directe�ects" of A with the set s\ s0 of facts that are \preserved by inertia." Theapplication of CnZ adds the \indirect e�ects" of A to this union.146 Action Description Language CThe action language C is similar to B in that its propositions are classi�edinto static laws and dynamic laws.15 In some ways, it is more expressive(although, strictly speaking, it is not a superset of B). First, nondetermin-istic actions and the concurrent execution of actions can be convenientlydescribed in C. Second, inertia is not a \built-in feature" in the semanticsof C; we are free to decide for each uent whether or not to postulate inertiafor it.16The view of causality adopted in C distinguishes between asserting thata certain fact \holds" and making the stronger assertion that it \is caused"(or \has a causal explanation").17Consider an action signature of the form hff; tg;F; ff; tgEi whose set Eof elementary action names is disjoint from F.De�nition 11 In the language C, 6



(i) a state formula is a propositional combination of uent names,(ii) a formula is a propositional combination of uent names and elemen-tary action names,(iii) a static law is an expression of the formcaused F if G (7)where F and G are state formulas,(iv) a dynamic law is an expression of the formcaused F if G after U (8)where F and G are state formulas and U is a formula,(v) an action description is a set of static and dynamic laws.The formula F in a static law (7) or a dynamic law (8) is called its head.In (7) and (8), the part if G can be dropped if G is True.De�nition 12 Let D be an action description in C. The transition systemhS; V;Ri described by D is de�ned as follows:(i) S is the set of all interpretations s of F such that, for every static lawcaused F if G in D, s satis�es F if s satis�es G,(ii) V (P; s) = s(P ),(iii) R is the set of all triples hs;A; s0i such that s0 is the only interpretationof F which satis�es the heads of all� static laws caused F if G in D for which s0 satis�es G, and� dynamic laws caused F if G after U in D for which s0 satis�esG and s [A satis�es U .Intuitively, the static and dynamic laws included in (iii) are those that are\applicable" to the transition from s to s0 caused by executing A. Accordingto (iii), the execution of A in a state smay lead to a state s0 if s0 is completelycharacterized by the applicable laws.18De�nition 13 In the language C, 7



(i) an expression of the form U causes F if G (9)where U is a propositional combination of elementary action namesand F , G are state formulas, stands for the dynamic lawcaused F if True after G ^ U;(ii) an expression of the form inertial Fwhere F is a state formula, stands for the dynamic lawcaused F if F after F;(iii) an expression of the forminertial F1; : : : ; Fnwhere F1; : : : ; Fn (n > 1) are state formulas, stands for n dynamiclaws inertial Fi (i = 1; : : : ; n).19In (9), the part if G can be dropped if G is True.De�nition 14 In the language C,(i) an expression of the form always Fwhere F is a state formula, stands for the static lawcaused False if :F;(ii) an expression of the formnonexecutable U if F (10)where U is a propositional combination of elementary action namesand F is a state formula, stands for the dynamic lawcaused False after F ^ U:8



In (10), the part if F can be dropped if F is True.The abbreviation always allows us to encode \quali�cation constraints"in the sense of [Lin and Reiter, 1994].Other abbreviations:De�nition 15 In the language C,(i) an expression of the form default F if G (11)where F and G are state formulas, stands for the static lawcaused F if F ^G;(ii) an expression of the formU may cause F if G (12)where U is a propositional combination of elementary action namesand F , G are state formulas, stands for the dynamic lawcaused F if F after G ^ U:In (11) and (12), the part if G can be dropped if G is True.We use default to say that a certain condition holds whenever it hasnot been prevented by executing an action.20 The abbreviation may causehelps us specify the e�ects of some nondeterministic actions.21;227 Axioms, Queries and HistoriesThe syntax of an action query language is de�ned by two classes of syntacticexpressions: \axioms" and \queries." The semantics of the language isde�ned by specifying, for every transition system T , every set � of axioms,and every query Q, whether Q is a \consequence" of � in T ; in symbols,whether � j=T Q.The semantics of an action query language can be often de�ned in termsof \histories," which are simply paths in the directed graph representing T .More precisely: 9



De�nition 16 A history of a transition system hS; V;Ri of length n is asequence s0; A1; s1; : : : ; An; sn(s0; : : : ; sn 2 S, A1; : : : ; An 2 A, n � 0) such thathsi�1; Ai; sii 2 R (1 � i � n):8 Action Query Language PThe language P is designed for describing temporal projection: its axiomsare observations made in the current state of the world, and its queriesare hypothetical assertions about the e�ects of the sequential execution ofactions in this state.Consider a �xed propositional action signature hff; tg;F;Ai.De�nition 17 In the language P,(i) an axiom is an expression of the formnow Lwhere L is a literal,(ii) a query is an expression of the formnecessarily F after A1; : : : ;Akwhere F is a propositional combination of uent names, andA1; : : : ; Ak(k � 1) are action names.23;24;25De�nition 18 Let T = hS; V;Ri be a transition system. In the language P,(i) a history s0; A1; s1; : : : ; An; sn of T satis�es an axiom now L if theinterpretation P 7! V (P; s0) satis�es L,(ii) a query necessarily F after A1; : : : ;Ak is a consequence of a set � ofaxioms in T if, for every history of T of the form s0; A1; s1; : : : ; Ak; skthat satis�es all axioms in �, the interpretation P 7! V (P; sk) satis�esF .26 10



9 Action Query Language QIn the language Q, both axioms and queries are about a sequence of actionsthat have been already executed.We begin with an action signature of the form hff; tg;F; ff; tgEi. Inaddition, we select a nonnegative integer n|the length of the sequence ofactions under consideration. Both the syntax and semantics of the languageare a�ected by the choice of n, and to stress this fact we will denote thelanguage by Qn. The symbols t0; : : : ; tn used in axioms and queries of Qnrefer, intuitively, to the times when the consecutive actions began and ended.De�nition 19 In the language Qn,(i) atoms are expressions of the formE occurs at tiwhere E is an elementary action name and i < n, and expressions ofthe form P holds at tiwhere P is a uent name,(ii) an axiom is an atom possibly preceded by :,(iii) a query is a propositional combination of atoms.Thus axioms in Qn are a special case of queries. Expressions of the formF holds at ti, where F is a propositional combination of uent names, canbe used as abbreviations; for instance,P ^ :Q holds at t0stands for (P holds at t0) ^ :(Q holds at t0):De�nition 20 Let T be a transition system. In the language Qn, thesatisfaction relation between a history of T of length n and a query is de�nedrecursively, as follows:(i) a history s0; A1; s1; : : : ; An; sn satis�es an atomic query E occurs at tiif E 2 Ai+1, 11



(ii) a history s0; A1; s1; : : : ; An; sn satis�es an atomic query P holds at tiif si satis�es P ,(iii) for non-atomic queries, satisfaction is de�ned by the truth tables ofpropositional logic.A query Q is a consequence of a set � of axioms in T if every history of Tof length n that satis�es all axioms in � satis�es Q also.27;28;2910 Action Query Language RThe language R combines the expressive possibilities of the languages Pand Q: we can use it to talk both about the events that have actually takenplace and about the hypothetical actions that could have been executed atany stage of this process.30As before, we consider a �xed action signature of the form hff; tg;F; 2Eiand a �xed nonnegative integer n.De�nition 21 In the language Rn, atoms and axioms are de�ned as in Qn(De�nition 19). A hypothetical query is an expression of the formnecessarily F after A1; : : : ;Ak at tiwhere F is a propositional combination of uent names, and A1; : : : ; Ak(k � 1) are action names. A query is a propositional combination of atomsor a hypothetical query.Thus the availability of hypothetical queries is the only new syntacticfeature of R in comparison with Q.De�nition 22 Let T = hS; V;Ri be a transition system. In the lan-guage Rn, the satisfaction relation between a history of T of length n anda propositional combination of atoms is de�ned in the same way as in Qn(De�nition 20). A history s0; A1; s1; : : : ; An; sn satis�es a hypothetical querynecessarily F after A01; : : : ;A0k at tiif, for every history of T of the form s00; A01; s01; : : : ; A0k; s0k such that s00 = si,the interpretation P 7! V (P; s0k) satis�es F . A query Q is a consequenceof a set � of axioms in T if every history of T of length n that satis�es allaxioms in � satis�es Q also.31;32 12
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Figure 1: A transition system.11 Notes and Examples1. We usually think of a state of the world as instantaneous. Alternatively,we can imagine that a state has a duration, but the uents represented bythe symbols from F do not change their values within a state. In this case,value names may represent functions of time that describe how the worldchanges while it remains in the same state.2. Nothing is assumed about the values of uents during the execution ofan action.3. The execution of a nondeterministic action can be thought of as a two-step process: �rst the agent selects one of the possible ways to execute theaction, and then the action is executed as determined by this decision.4. Consider, for instance, the action signature whose value names are f(false) and t (true), whose uent names are P are Q, and whose only actionname is A. Figure 1 represents a transition system of this signature thathas 4 states; the literals placed at every vertex show the values of P andQ in the corresponding state. The action A is executable and deterministicin every state. The execution of A makes P true if the \precondition" Q issatis�ed, and it never a�ects Q.5. A domain description of an arbitrary action signature hV;F;Ai canbe identi�ed, in a natural way, with a domain description of the signature13



hV;F; ff; tgAi in which the only executable actions are elementary. In thissense, we can restrict attention to the action signatures satisfying (1) withoutloss of generality.6. For examples of action languages applicable to nonpropositional transi-tion systems, see [Lifschitz, 1996] and [Giunchiglia et al., 1997].7. These are essentially \e�ect propositions" in the sense of [Gelfond andLifschitz, 1993]. \Value propositions" are introduced here in Section 8 tode�ne a separate language|the action query language P.8. Alternatively, any propositional combination of uent names could havebeen allowed as F . This would not have made the language more expressive:having converted F to its disjunctive normal form F1_� � �_Fk, we can replaceA causes L if Fwith k propositions A causes L if Fi(i = 1; : : : ; k) that have conjunctions of literals after if.9. Example: in the language A, the domain description consisting of thesingle proposition A causes P if Qdescribes the transition system shown in Figure 1.10. De�nition 7 di�ers from the semantics of A as it was de�ned originally[Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993] in how it interprets pairs of propositions of theform A causes P if F1;A causes :P if F2:The new semantics makes A nonexecutable in the states that satisfy bothF1 and F2. According to the old semantics, a pair of propositions like this,with satis�able fF1; F2g, makes the domain description \inconsistent."11. STRIPS, as de�ned Section 3, can be embedded into A in the follow-ing way. Let D be an action description in STRIPS. The correspondingaction description in the language A (extended as in Note 8) consists of thepropositions A causes L14



for every action name A and every e�ect L of D(A), andA causes P if :F;A causes :P if :Ffor every action name A, where P is a �xed uent name and F stands forthe precondition of D(A).12. The analogy between causal laws and inference rules plays an importantrole in [Baral et al., 1995] and [McCain and Turner, 1995]. The language Bis essentially a subset of the action language from [Turner, 1997].13. This de�nition turns into De�nition 7 when Z is empty, in view of thefact that, for any interpretations s and s0, (3) is equivalent tos0 = E(A; s) [ (s \ s0):Generally, actions described in B can be nondeterministic.14. Example: the spring-loaded suitcase with two latches [Lin, 1995] can bedescribed in B by the propositionsOpen if Up(L1) ^Up(L2)Toggle(l) causes :Up(l) if Up(l)Toggle(l) causes Up(l) if :Up(l)(l 2 fL1; L2g). The corresponding transition system has 7 states, and eachof the actions Toggle(l) is executable and deterministic in each of thesestates. The action Toggle(L1), performed in the state that satis�es:Up(L1); Up(L2); :Open;changes the values of Up(L1) (a direct e�ect) and of Open (an indirecte�ect).15. The action language C is proposed in [Giunchiglia and Lifschitz, 1998]on the basis of the ideas of [McCain and Turner, 1997].16. For instance, a paper cup with a hole in it is empty unless it has just been�lled with liquid. The level of liquid in this cup can be viewed as a \non-inertial uent." Other examples of this kind can be found in [Giunchigliaand Lifschitz, 1998], p. 628. 15
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Figure 2: Transition system described by (13).17. This view has been developed by several authors, including Pearl [1988],Ge�ner [1990], Lin [1995] and McCain and Turner [1995]. In application tothe language B, this understanding of causal laws suggests using the syntaxcaused L if caused Finstead of L if F .18. This is similar to the \principle of universal causation" [McCain andTurner, 1997], according to which, in a causally possible world history, everyfact that obtains is caused. In the semantics of C, this principle is applied tothe world histories that consist of just two time instants|before and afterexecuting an action|and is restricted to the facts obtained in the second ofthese time instants.19. For instance, the domain description in C similar to the example fromNote 9 above is A causes P if Qintertial P;:P;Q;:Q: (13)These propositions describe the transition system shown in Figure 2. Withthe set E consisting of one elementary action name A, there are two actionsin this example: doing A and doing nothing (0). Each of the actions isexecutable and deterministic in every state.16



The edges labeled A in Figure 2 are the same as in Figure 1. Thisfact illustrates the general theorem about embedding A into C according towhich any domain descriptionD in A can be translated into C by adding thedynamic laws inertial L for all literals L (Proposition 1 from [Giunchigliaand Lifschitz, 1998]).The suitcase example (Note 14 above) is formalized in C as follows:caused Open if Up(L1) ^Up(L2)Toggle(l) causes :Up(l) if Up(l)Toggle(l) causes Up(l) if :Up(l)inertial Up(l);:Up(l)inertial Open ;:Open(l 2 fL1; L2g). There are 4 actions:Wait ; Toggle(L1); Toggle(L2); Toggle(L1) + Toggle(L2);and each of them is executable and deterministic in every state.20. For instance, a formalization of the example from Note 16 might includethe static law default Empty if Hole(instead of inertial Empty).As an indication of how C di�ers from B, note that, in the semantics ofB, the rule L if Lis trivial|it does not express the same idea ascaused L if Lin C.21. For instance, replacing the �rst line of (13) withA may cause P if Qwould add one more edge to Figure 2: a loop at PQ labeled A. In themodi�ed transition system, A is nondeterministic in the state PQ.22. It should be noted that A, B and C share some features which are notpresupposed by the general action language framework. First, the syntax ofeach of the three languages assumes that the underlying action signature is17



propositional (see Note 6). Second, in a transition system described in anyof these languages, states are functions from uent names to value names.But the set of states can be de�ned in other ways. As a result, a transitionsystem may include a pair of states s1, s2 that are di�erent from each otheralthough V (P; s1) = V (P; s2) for all P 2 F. This possibility is sometimesimportant [Giunchiglia and Lifschitz, 1995]. Third, the syntax of an actiondescription language may include variables [Dung, 1993]. They are similar tothe metavariable l used in our formalizations of the suitcase example above(Notes 14 and 19) but, unlike l, they are treated as part of the language.Finally, the semantics of an action description language may allow an actiondescription to represent a class of transition systems, rather that just onesystem.23. Axioms and queries of the language P are similar to \value propositions"as de�ned in [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993]. The use of now in axioms stressesthe fact that an axiom is an observation about the current state of the world.Axioms are allowed to contain literals, but not complex combinations ofuents, because we think of an observation as producing the value of asingle uent|not the truth value of a complex condition. (Technically, itwould be easy to accomodate all propositional combinations of uent namesin axioms.) The use of necessarily in queries stresses the fact that a queryrefers to all states that may result after the execution of the given sequenceof (generally, nondeterministic) actions.24. The language P, unlike the corresponding fragment of the languagefrom [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993], is limited to temporal projection. Ac-cordingly, assertions about the initial values of uents can only be used asaxioms, not as queries; assertions about the values of uents after the exe-cution of actions can only be used as queries, not as axioms. The problemwith using expressions like F after A as axioms that the authors of [Gelfondand Lifschitz, 1993], regrettably, glossed over is that such an expression canbe understood in several ways.One possible interpretation is that A was actually executed in someinitial state, and F was true after that. Assumptions of this kind can beexpressed by axioms in the languages Q and R described in Sections 9and 10; such assumptions were investigated in [Baral et al., 1997]. Notethat, under this interpretation, the pair of axiomsF1 after A1;F2 after A218



should be treated as inconsistent whenever A1 6= A2, because these twoaxioms give conicting information about the action executed in the initialstate.Alternatively, F after A can be thought of as a hypothetical assumption:if A were executed in the current state then F would be true|necessarily,or possibly, or actually. The last version of the hypothetical interpretationdoes not seem to have a clear intuitive meaning for some nondeterministicactions. What do we express, for instance, by the assumption that, if Jackwere to toss a coin, it would come up heads?25. In a useful extension of P, queries are formed from uent names usingpropositional connectives and the following additional formation rule: if Qis a query and A is an action name then necessarily Q after A is a query.A query of the formnecessarily (necessarily Q after A2) after A1can be abbreviated as necessarily Q after A1;A2and similarly for longer sequences of actions. The queries of P are a specialcase when the necessarily : : : after construct is applied in the process ofquery formation only at the end, and at least once.In this extension of P, possibly Q after A can be understood as short-hand for :(necessarily :Q after A);and executable A can be viewed as shorthand forpossibly True after A:The last abbreviation di�ers from the use of nonexecutable in the actiondescription language C (De�nition 14) in that it serves for talking aboutthe executability of A in a given transition system, rather than specifyinga transition system in which A is not executable under certain conditions.In the spirit of the discussion of executable plans in [McCain and Turner,1998], this abbreviation can be generalized as follows:executable A1; : : : ; Ak19



stands for(executable A1) ^ k̂i=2necessarily (executable Ai) after A1; : : : ;Ai�1:26. For instance, the query necessarily P ^Q after A is a consequence ofthe axiom now Q in the transition system from Note 4 (Figure 1).27. Consider, for instance, the transition system shown in Figure 2. Thequery (P holds at t0) _ (A occurs at t0) (14)is a consequence of the axiom P holds at t1 (15)in Qn for any n � 1.28. Instead of requiring that the information about the non-occurence ofactions be represented in axioms explicitly, we could have allowed deriving it\by the closed world assumption." In such a modi�cation of Q, expressionsof the form :(E occurs at ti) would not be permitted as axioms. A queryof this form might be treated as a consequence of a set � of axioms whenever� does not include the corresponding atom E occurs at ti. In the examplefrom Note 27, with the semantics of Q modi�ed in this way, not only (14)would be a consequence of (15) but also the stronger query(P holds at t0) ^ :(A occurs at t0):For the same transition system, the pair of axioms:P holds at t0; P holds at t1 (16)would be inconsistent. The consequence relation of this language is non-monotonic.Alternatively, we can permit the occurrence of actions that are not ex-plicitly postulated as long as the set of these actions is minimal subject tothe constraints expressed by the axioms (compare De�nition 3.4 from [Baralet al., 1997]). Under this \soft" version of the closed world assumption, ax-ioms (16) are consistent and entail A occurs at t0.29. Instead of assuming a �xed temporal order among the time instants ti,we could have represented it by expressions like ti precedes tj that could be20
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